
The facts ABOUT Dimensional print

Enhance existing vector shapes by  
simply duplicating the elements

< Enhance a photo by creating new  
texture shapes with the Pen Tool

<

Only available from the Kodak 
NexPress, dimensional print 
gives text and images a raised 
or 3D effect that can significantly 
enhance a printed product and 
really grabs a reader’s attention. 
It’s the difference you can see 
and feel.
The overall tactile effect is similar to thermography, 
but with a greater degree of control as it can be set 
to variable heights and can very closely mimic a 
specific texture. To achieve a dimensional effect  
the NexPress applies a clear ink as a fifth-colour 
inline with the four-colour printing process.

As with any highly creative effect, successfully 
adding dimension to print can be subjective. 

Discuss with our Digital Print Manager the results 
you are trying to achieve. Proofing the job before it 
runs is a great way to make sure the desired effect 
is fully realised.

The dimensional effect is demonstrated in this 
pdf by the ‘orange’ layer for each of the images 
and can be viewed in Adobe Acrobat Professional 
in the ADVANCED > PRINT PRODUCTION > 
OUTPUT PREVIEW pull down menu.

PROJECT
Producing or procuring sustainable custom-made print and mail, on a  
project-by-project basis. More info visit - finsbury.com.au/product/project

Environment
ISO 14001

Quality 
ISO 9001



1. Using the texture  
within the image

2. Using pattern fills

3. Using filters

4. Using brushes

Facts ABOUT Dimensional print

Enhancing images that look like they should be 
textural is a great way to get started with dimensional 
print, since the end user will already have a mental 
perception of what the image would feel like. 

Two different files must be saved to create 
dimensional images, the original colour file and 
another raised clear texture file. If the texture is 
required to be perfectly aligned on top of another 
image, it is best to make both files the same height 
and width. 

Creating vector textures 
with Adobe Illustrator®

Illustrator can be used to create vector textures that 
enhance photos as well as vector elements. 

1. Place source photo or graphic on bottom layer for 
reference, as this layer will need to be removed 
from the final file. 

2. Create vector textures by: 
a. Creating and duplicating simple shapes 
b. Using the Pen Tool to outline items 
c. Using the Pencil or Paintbrush Tools to create 

hand-drawn texture 

3. Create a new spot colour swatch:
a. Name the swatch 

‘NexPress DryInk raised clear’ 
b. Designate it as Spot colour
c. Set the colour to CMYK: 0, 75, 100, 0 

4. Select any vector objects required to be 
dimensional. 

5. Change the objects’ fill (and/or outlines) to the new 
‘NexPress DryInk raised clear’ swatch. 

6. Make sure the only swatches remaining in the file 
are ‘NexPress DryInk raised clear’ and white. 

7. Save the file: ‘myfilename_raisedClear.eps’ 

Creating textures  
with Adobe Photoshop®

Photoshop can be used to create vector textures 
that enhance photos as well as vector elements, but 
there are several approaches to creating texture, 
depending on the effect you are trying to achieve.

Creating a base image

1. Create a new file, or open the photo to be 
dimensionalised. 

2. Convert to grayscale: Image/Mode/Grayscale

3. Convert to duotone: Image/Mode/Duotone

4. Change the colour of Ink 1 to:  
CMYK: 0, 75, 100, 0 

5. Name Ink 1 ‘NexPress DryInk raised clear’ 

6. Save the file: ‘myfilename_raisedClear.psd’

Anything that is 100% ‘NexPress DryInk raised clear’ 
will result in the highest possible dimension. Anything 
that is white will have no dimension. 
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Approach 1: Use the texture within the image
a. Mask out any areas not wanted to be textured
b. Invert the image so the image content, 

not the shadow area, is dimensional

c. Increase the contrast of the photo
- for the most dramatic results, go to:
 Layers/New Adjustment Layer/Threshold

d. Save the file
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Approach 2: Use pattern fills
a. Using the selection tools, select the areas of the image to  

be texturised
b. Go to: Layer/New Fill Layer
c. Select a pattern that suits along with the desired scale  

and click OK

d. Increase the contrast of the new pattern
- for the most dramatic results, go to: 

Layers/New Adjustment Layer/Threshold
e. Save the file

 

  

 

Approach 4: Use brushes
a. Create a new layer
b. Mask out the areas not wanted to be textured
c. Select a Brush from Brushes Library
 The natural brushes, dry medium brushes and special effects 

brushes are good starting points. Brushes with harder edges 
result in more defined raised textures.

Note: Since the file has already been converted to a  
duotone, the foreground colour will automatically be  
100% ‘NexPress DryInk raised clear’.
d. Paint the areas required to be textured
e. Increase the contrast of the layer if necessary
f. Save the file

 

  

 

Approach 3: Use filters
a. Create a new layer and fill with the foreground colour  

(which will be ‘NexPress DryInk raised clear’)
b. Go to: Filter/Filter Gallery

- select a Filter (the Texturiser Filter is a good starting point)
- edit the Filter’s options and click OK
Note: The texture will only appear black in the Filter Gallery preview

c. Mask out the areas not wanted to be textured
d. Increase the contrast of the pattern
e. Save the file
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Pulling it all together 
with Adobe InDesign®  

The original colour file and the texture file are now ready 
to align:

1.  Create a new InDesign document. 

2.  Add a new layer in the Layers Palette: 
a. Name the top layer ‘raised clear imagery’  

(which will hold the textures created) 
b. Name the bottom layer ‘colour imagery’  

(which will hold the colour imagery) 

Place the imagery 

3.  Place the colour image on the bottom layer. 

4. Copy the image. 

5. Paste in place on the ‘raised clear’ top layer. 

6. Relink the file: 
a. Select this newly pasted image and go to the  

Links Palette 
b. Re-link it to the raised clear raster or vector texture 

7.  With the texture still selected, go to the Effects 
Palette and select Multiply from the drop-down 
menu. 

8. Adding dimensional typography: 
a. Add two new layers in the Layers Palette 

- Name the top layer ‘raised clear text’ 
- Name the bottom layer ‘colour text’ 

b. On the ‘colour text’ layer, layout the text as normal 
c. Once confident there will be no changes made to 

the text: 
- Select the entire text frame required to make 

dimensional 
- Copy the text frame 
- Paste in place on the ‘raised clear text’ top 

layer 
d. With the copied text still selected, go to the 

Swatches Palette and change the text’s fill  
(and/or stroke) to the ‘NexPress DryInk raised 
clear’ swatch 

e. Keep the entire ‘raised clear’ text box selected.  
Go to the Effects Palette and select Multiply from 
the drop-down menu. 

9. Save file and export a PDF using the settings below: 
a. Go to file: Adobe PDF Presets/Press Quality Print 
b. Modify the Compression Settings so that all text 

and imagery is uncompressed

pullIng IT All TogE ThER

Step 7 is critical. 
“Multiply” tells the NexPress Digital Press 
to print the texture transparently on top of the  
color image below, rather than hide the color image. 

6 Proven techniques: Pulling it all together with Adobe InDesign Software

 

       

Pulling it all together with Adobe InDesign Software
Now you’re ready to align your pair of files — the original color file and your texture file. 

7.   Multiply — With the texture still selected, go to  
the Effects palette and select “Multiply” from  
the drop-down menu 

 Note: Do not worry when the color image on the 
bottom layer appears to be tinted by the orange 
reference color. The reference color just helps you 
verify on the monitor that the layer is there. The 
actual raised clear layer is colorless when printed.

3.   Place your color image on the bottom layer

4.  Copy the image

5.  paste in place on the “raised clear” top layer 

6.  Relink the file

 a.  Select this newly pasted image and go to  
      the links palette  
b.  Re-link it to your “raised clear” raster or  
      vector texture 

 Note: This replaces the top image with your 
raised clear texture file. If your texture file has the 
identical dimensions as your color image, they will 
align perfectly.

When you relink the file, make sure 
the option to “Relink all instances of 
YourFileName” remains unchecked.

Place your imagery:

pRoduCTIon noTEs

Go over the proposed job with your print •	
provider. If it is your first job with dimensional 
printing, allow some additional time for test 
prints and client approvals. 

If your draft copy or layout is liable to change, •	
consider waiting to put all the textures in place. 
Conversely, plan on some additional final 
production time to be sure that your textures 
are exactly where you want them. 

Adding additional layers to isolate each texture •	
as well as its related color element has three 
big benefits — those layers can be hidden while 
you work on other page elements, they can be 
locked to prevent inadvertently selecting and 
moving them, and you can turn the texture 
layers off before creating a reference PDF for 
your clients to proof. 

Any elements on layers above a texture will •	
knock the texture out (i.e. cause it to not print 
where they overlap). 

Proven techniques: Pulling it all together with Adobe InDesign Software

 b.   On the “color text” layer, layout your text    
  as you normally would

 c.  Once you are confident there will be no   
 changes made to the text:

  -    Select the entire text frame you would  
  like to make dimensional 
 -    Copy the text frame 
 -    paste in place on the “raised clear text”  
  top layer

 d.   With the copied text still selected, go to  
 the Swatches palette and change the   
 text’s fill (and/or stroke) to the “NexPress  
 DryInk raised clear” swatch 

 e.  Multiply—Keep the entire “raised clear” text  
 box selected and go to the Effects palette.   
 Select “Multiply” from the drop-down menu.  
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Note: This replaces the top image with the raised clear texture file. 
If the texture file has the identical dimensions as the colour image, 
they will align perfectly.

There can be multiple layers for images and textures, but the 
textures must be on higher layers than the images to print correctly.

Step 7 is critical. Multiply tells the operator to print the texture 
transparently on top of the colour image below, rather than 
hide the colour image.

Note: Do not worry when the colour image on the bottom layer 
appears to be tinted by the orange reference colour.  
The reference colour just helps to verify on the monitor that the 
layer is there. The actual raised clear layer is colourless when 
printed. 

Double check that there is a ‘NexPress DryInk raised clear’ 
spot colour in the InDesign Swatches Palette. It will show up 
automatically if they have been relinked to the texture file correctly.

Make sure both text 
layers are placed 
above the existing 
‘raised clear imagery’ 
and ‘colour imagery’ 
layers.

Note: Do not create a PDF using the File/Print command to either 
Adobe PDF or to PostScript as it will flatten the file and eliminate 
the transparent layers.

Default Dimensional Coat
For an alternative dimensional coat solution supply the print ready PDF and request this option from your Account Manager. This 
spread illustrates ‘Default Dimensional Coat’ where the NexPress applies dimensional coating to ALL images and text, including areas 
with soft shadow. Our operators can also use threshold settings to remove dimensional ink from light shadow area’s by setting a 
minimum total coverage %.
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Checking PDF files 

To check that the document has been successfully  
prepared for dimensional print: 

1.  Open the high resolution PDF file with Acrobat 
Professional Software. 

2. Go to: Advanced/Print Production/Output Preview. 
The dialogue box will look like this. See examples 
right. 

3.  Mouse over the areas where dimensional clear ink 
is expected. If the file has been set up correctly, the 
percentage of ‘NexPress DryInk dimensional clear’ 
will change (100% being the highest possible).  

If dimensional dry ink has knocked out colour that was 
expected to be seen underneath, check the file to be 
sure that the texture layer’s drop-down menu blend 
mode is Multiply. 

If some texture prints correctly but other parts have 
been knocked out, check the file to be sure that nothing 
is directly above the texture in a higher layer. 

Type on a layer above texture should knock out the 
texture letter by letter. If the type is knocking out 
rectangular areas, check that the type layer’s drop-
down menu blend mode is Normal. 

If there is no dimensional dry ink where expected and 
no higher layer is knocking it out, check that the texture 
has the spot colour swatch name ‘NexPress DryInk 
raised clear’.

 

Lower layer: colour imagery
•	 Contains	the	corresponding	colour	image	or	text
•	 Blend Mode should be set to Normal in the Effects Palette

Note: Texture layers must be above their related colour imagery layer

Upper layer: raised clear imagery
•	 Contains	the	texture	file(s)	created	using	the	‘NexPress	

DryInk dimensional clear’ colour swatch
•	 Blend Mode must be set to Multiply in the Effects Palette

Typical file structure for dimensional printing
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Tint: 100%   Effect: Lustre Photo 60

Tint: 90%   Effect: Linen 80

Tint: 80%   Effect: Linen 35

Tint: 70%   Effect: Mesh 50

Tint: 60%   Effect: Mesh 70

Tint: 50%   Effect: Pebble 50

Tint: 40%   Effect: Smooth 110

Creating pre-set textures to individual elements  

Elements with a textured feel such as a canvas, linen, 
mesh, pebbles or other textures can be achieved by 
covering the object with a specific percentage of the 
dimensional ink. When the file is sent to the NexPress 
it takes the percentage of the solid colour and converts 
into a pre-defined texture.

There are several textures that can give varied results 
depending on the desired effect.

Similar to creating vector textures and textures in 
Illustrator or InDesign files, simply create a spot colour, 
define it as a percentage and the NexPress can turn it 
into the desired dimensional effect.

1.  Create the spot colour: 
a. Name the swatch 

‘NexPress DryInk dimensional clear’ 
b. Designate it as a Spot colour

c. Set the colour to CMYK: 0, 75, 100, 0 

2.  Select any vector objects you want to be 
dimensional.

3. Change the fill and/or outline to the  
‘NexPress DryInk dimensional clear’ swatch. 

4. Change the transparency setting to Multiply. 

5. Select a tint percentage that correlates to the desired 
texture that you want to achieve. See examples right.

Tint % Texture Effect

100% Lustre Photo 60 The distinctive sheen feel 
  of professional photographic 
  paper

90% Linen 80 The feel of linen

80% Linen 35 The feel of linen with a coarser 
  texture than Linen 80

70% Mesh 50 A fine mesh feel

60% Mesh 70 A fine mesh feel with a finer 
  texture than Mesh 50

50% Pebble 50 A fine pebble surface

40% Smooth 110 A smooth, solid fill of 
  Dimensional Clear dry ink

Note: A single dimensional texture can be applied to the entire 
image area of one or both sides of the sheet. It does not require  
any special file preparation.
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Q Why must the colour swatch for dimensional print be named ‘NexPress DryInk dimensional clear’?

A  The exact name, including capital letters, is important. The swatch name is recognised by the NexPress 
Rip, which then assigns dimensional clear ink to the correct layers and sets other important press 
parameters.

Q Can another reference colour be used instead of light orange? 

A Yes, although CMYK: 0, 75, 100, 0 is suggested in this example because it is rarely used and is 
transparent enough to see through on a monitor. Whatever colour chosen, be consistent. Use the identical 
colour in all design files to avoid multiple reference colours coming into the production file when the job is 
assembled, and make sure the spot colour isn’t used elsewhere in the design.

Q How much dimensional clear ink can be used on a sheet?

A One or both sides of a sheet can have dimensional print, but it is recommended that no more than 40% of 
any side is used for dimensional clear ink. 

Q Does dimensional clear ink affect colour matching? 

A Yes, it can slightly alter colours which can also be used to good effect. Try dimensional over solid blacks 
to achieve a watermark effect.” When matching critical colours talk to our Digital Print Manager about 
using the NexPress Intelligent Colour Solution in the fifth unit and forgo using dimensional print. 

Q Will dimensional printing add protection against scuffing? 

A Yes. A better solution is to ask our Digital Print Manager to flood the page with Protection Coat. 
Alternatively the glossing unit can produce a high gloss finish that rivals laminates or UV, and is easily 
recyclable. The ‘Smooth 110’ coating illustrated on page 6 can be a substitute for spot glossing where 
design restrictions are an issue.

Q Can common substrates be used? 

A Yes. 150–350gsm uncoated papers and 150–300gsm coated papers are recommended for dimensional 
dry ink. Dimensional ink builds up higher on coated papers. 

Q Can dimensional clear ink produce tinted varnish-like effects? 

A Yes. Traditional tinted varnish effects, such as seals, stamps and graphics, reproduced in very light tints 
with dimensional clear ink over them can be very effective. Try CMYK: 3, 0, 10, 0 as a light tint. Tinted 
varnish effects can also be created with a silver metallic look by using a 15% tint of black under the 
dimensional ink. 

Q Can there be layers in the final file on top of the dimensional clear layer? 

A Yes, but the text, images or graphics on those layers will knock out any dimensional clear ink directly  
below them. 

Q Can other software programs create dimensional print files? 

A Yes, if the program allows a spot colour named ‘NexPress DryInk dimensional clear’ to be assigned to the 
textures on the top layer, as well as Multiply that layer with colour artwork on a lower layer, and produce a 
layered high-quality PDF. 

Q Can dimensional dry ink be printed without any colour underneath it? 

A Yes. Graphics and patterns such as a linen texture are effective on their own (see page 6).

Q&A
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